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image vs text?

• the complementary of images and texts is universally recognised 

• the potential for an image to convey information that would take many words 
is well understood too:  ‘a picture tells a 1000 words’

• but in human evolution image-making preceded text

• some languages remained ideographic (eg. hieroglyphics) but others evolved to 
a high level of abstraction (eg. Chinese, Japanese)

• as the technologies of text and image-making diverged, image and text came to 
seem more sharply delineated



the sacred
• the sophistication of language, its conceptual and expressive potential, and its 

scope for open interpretation and private imagination, and the scope for 
copying (transcribing) and oral transmission (then recoding into written text) 
saw it come to stand apart from image-making

• application of text to the sacred: recording the words and experiences of 
prophets elevated the status of text. Torah, Bible, Koran etc, and the languages 
of sacred texts - Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, Latin, Arabic, Sanskrit, Pali etc - 
became privileged

• in some faiths attempts to visually depicted God and the prophets are 
prohibited (eg. in Islam, puritan Christianity) 

• Yet even textual or spoken representations of ‘God’ may be restricted.  eg, 
Yahweh - Jehovah - YHWH  - יהוה is generally replaced with ‘our Lord’ -in the 
Christian bible, and ‘Adonai’ in Hebrew and, in the latter, ‘the Name’ (haShem) 
also stands. The Vatican banned ‘Yahweh’ in vernacular worship in 2008, 
perhaps owing to its Jewish associations (?) 



idolatry & blasphemy

• textual or spoken representations of ‘God’ may be restricted.  eg, Yahweh - 
Jehovah - YHWH  - יהוה is generally replaced with ‘our Lord’ -in the Christian 
bible, and ‘Adonai’ in Hebrew and, in the latter, ‘the Name’ (haShem) also stands. 
The Vatican banned ‘Yahweh’ in vernacular worship in 2008, perhaps owing to its 
Jewish associations (?) 

• in some faiths attempts to visually depicted God and the 
prophets are prohibited (eg. in Islam, puritan Christianity) ..

• Exodus 20:4 (King James Bible version): Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven 
image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth 
beneath, or that is in the water under the earth.



sacred images

• religious faith elevated the importance of text, standardised and controlled the 
use of symbol, and often constrained the making of images

• the Catholic Church, and the Eastern Orthodox churches, as in many Asian 
faiths, celebrated 2 & 3 dimensional depictions of religious subjects 

• In Buddhism, visual representation is used to communicate the concept of the 
dharmic cycle of re-incarnation

• In China, Korea and Japan the order of heaven was also depicted visually, and 
informed geomantic principles for the layout of urban spaces such as palaces, 
and even organisational structures.



technologies

• for much of human history, the tools of image-making and text production 
were shared: stick, pigments, brush, chisel & the surfaces they were deployed 
upon: indeed chisel & wood/stone show a continuum through simple rendering 
of images, through text to fine 2 dimensional images & sculpture

• reproduction of text & image through contact prints, rubbings etc

• Chinese calligraphy & brush painting traditions retained the unity of text of 
images

• early modern printing technologies saw combinations of block-set printed text 
and plate-printed images, through etching technologies & tehniques

• technologies of photographic representation transformed image-making and 
dissemination; in turn stimulating a conceptual turn in the fine arts as ‘realistic’ 
depiction of subjects became increasingly the sphere of photography



divergence/convergence of text/image

• so, while some cultures asserted the primacy of text over image in religious contexts, 
other societies saw no such tensions

• the growing body of specialist knowledge saw an explosion of codified knowledge in 
both text and visual form, though low cost text printing of text outpaced the printing 
of illustration

• writing and image-making (chemical photography etc) became separate 
specialisations / professions; often with barriers such as union rules dividing them

• modern digital technologies, with good compression techniques (algorithms) and 
large memory and data transmission capabilities, permits a fuller use of visualization 
techniques in disseminating information.

• arguably, digitisation of images reduces them to a highly elaborated language (0/1 
binary data, with algorithms for their re-assembly), reunifying text & image



early theory

• Aldous Huxley: renowned author Brave New World also theorized about seeing 
and visual representation. His interest came about from early own near-
blindness from youth.

• sensing + selecting + perceiving = seeing

• Huxley was heavily criticised for not understanding the science of vision but his 
argument that stress, tension, self-absorption can get in the way of effective 
‘seeing’ continues to have influence.



gestalt theory

• gestalt theory from the 1920s: objects are perceived as a whole, not as 
parts that are mentally assembled, and therefore the whole is more than the 
sum of the parts, perceptually (emergence property).

• also, ‘reification’ refers to how the brain infers the presence of certain forms 
through partial shapes (fully formed letters in a word, despite only the top third 
of text being visible) or even absences. (reification also refers to a fallacy of taking an idea or 
conceptual construct as reality)

• multi-stability & invariance properties are also explored in Gestalt psychology



gestalt psychology

• although replaced now by cognitive science as explanator of the physiology of 
seeing, it still provides many useful descriptors of common patterns of human 
perception with various ‘laws’

• eg.  law of symmetry says the mind perceives objects as symmetrically organised 
around a central point:  [   ] {    } [    ]

• many ‘laws’ used in graphic design etc: proximity, similarity, closure, common fate, 
continuity etc  (see wikipedia entry on gestalt psych for an introduction)



semiotics I

• advanced our understanding of the functions and forms of language through 
exploration of it as systems of signs; in turn blurring the distinction between 
image & text further

• this philosophy and science of signs broadens the concept of ‘language’ to forms 
of visual expression, including architecture & art

• C. S. Pierce (theory of pragmatism), Ferdinand de Saussure provided early 
foundations that built on Western philosophy’s long concern with perception



semiotics II

• C. W. Morris: semiotics as: syntax, semantics, & pragmatics

• pragmatics:  relationship between signs & their users

• Umberto Eco: as semiotic theorist & novelist is profoundly influential: celebrates 
the ‘open text’ - as a higher art form: a field of meaning for audiences to explore

• Roland Barthes: a semiotics of social analysis; interrogating texts, popular culture, 
photography 

• Barthes’ semiotic perspective also values the open text or visual work that allowed 
audiences to make meaning through the works..

• art should interrogate the world, not explain it



the photograph 

• Susan Sontag (1977) On Photography. seminal text.

• Roland Barthes (1980) Camera Lucida  Barthes sees the photograph as having 
BOTH a social meaning (through the political, cultural meanings the signs it 
constitutes suggest) as well as a personal meaning that can never be fully 
expropriated by society.

• Barthes explored how photos ‘naturalize’ subjects that are actually selected and 
often staged

• Barthes wrote the book as both intellectual explanation and homage to his beloved 
mother who had recently passed away. He saw her photo as, to him, encapsulating 
what he called ‘punctum’: how a photo pierces an individual with meaning.

• Walter Benjamin The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction



Sontag on Photography I

• “..a photograph can be treated as a narrowly selective transparency. But 
despite the presumption of veracity that gives all photographs authority, 
interest, seductiveness, the work that photographers do is no generic 
exception to the usually shady commerce between art and truth.”

• photos offer so many angles/perspectives on one event or object; an insatiable 
lust perhaps

• photography is now rarely practiced as art. “it is mainly a social rite, a defense 
against anxiety, and a tool of power.”

• photographs memorialize families, perhaps even validate them.

• photography has grown with fragmentation of families, tourism, mass society



Sontag on Photography II

• photos certify experience but also refuse it “..by limiting experience to a 
search for the photogenic.”

• Sontag concludes that extensive exposure to images of tragedy, violence, 
sexuality, deadens peoples’ senses to it. This is much debated since.

• But photos gain value - regardless of their aesthetic value - with time as 
records of scenes and peoples lost



openness of meaning

• Umberto Eco: in general, images are more open to multiple interpretations 
than text is, yet text is also vulnerable to a multiplicity of meanings

• Roland Barthes: also explored the openness of meanings in visual images

• ‘...a high level of openness means there is little guidance toward an intended 
interpretation.” [Ketelaar, Gisbergen, Beentjes, 2012, Journal of Visual Literacy, 31(1): 24]

• images such as graphs and tables have an apparent closedness, and often self-
explanatory nature (to those familiar with reading such forms) that photos 
and sketches do not. Still, the meaning of data shown in such forms - for the 
author - is often far from clear.  Authors often weaken their own arguments 
through inclusion of tables & graphs that invite readers to find alternative 
explanations for the phenomenon under discussion.



visual images in ads

• Until recently it was thought that ads should not have ambiguous messages

• as the ‘meaning’ of images is frequently open they are both a danger and an 
opportunity for communications design

• terms re ‘open’ visual images in advertising: indirect, polysemic, visually 
complex, abstract, implicit, figurative



open meanings in visuals

• verbal anchoring: limited text (‘copy’) often used to guide interpretation 
of image.    “The text directs the reader among various signifiers of the image, causes him to avoid 
some and receive others. It remote-controls him toward a meaning chosen in advance” (Barthes 1977, 
37-38)

• Often an image is more open in meaning than the communication designer 
anticipates

• This may result in either unanticipated meanings being drawn, or no meaning 
taken (which may variously result in indifference, annoyed bewilderment)



what is the message? 
Oil of Olax example
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types of open ads

• rhetorical figures: artful deviations from expectations that have several 
potential meanings 

• Ketelaar, van Gisbergen and Beentjes (2008) on 4 types of open ads: 
riddle, story, issue and aesthetic ads.

• riddle: hidden message that the ad encourages the author to find; psychology 
suggests that effort to uncover meaning enhances retention

• story: in open ends the audience is invited to create/complete a story

• issue: invites audience to form an opinion re an issue. eg. Benetton

• aesthetic:  generally pleasurable association with brand, akin to music or 
poetry; little or no tension



open story image
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visual metaphors

• visual images are often used as metaphors to communicate positive sensations 
associated with some attribute of a product

• for instance, a feather depicts lightness to most audience

• such metaphors are concrete metaphors that relate to states that can be 
experienced directly by the five senses

• abstract metaphors that stand for states beyond the immediate reach of the 
senses - that are a complex mix of elements - are less easily realised.

• eg. economy, elegance, irrelevance

• yet some of the most effective images do manage to realise this: eg. 
desperation, fear & this is when ‘a picture really may tell a 1000 words’



interpretation diversity

• explicit metaphors - visual or verbal - might encourage more engagement with 
a commercial, and more interpretation diversity under some conditions

• this could be either positive or negative for communicative effectiveness

• some research suggests that open ads using metaphors were more likely to 
provoke an explicit awareness amongst audiences that multiple meanings could 
be found (in contrast to a range of single meanings taken unconsciously by 
various audience members for non-metaphoric open ads)

• closed ads might also generate some interpretation diversity 



judging the good

• assessment of the quality of visual communication design is NOT primarily 
against aesthetic criteria (difficult to gain agreement & a client is not paying for 
art-making per se)

• rather, audience comprehension is the key criteria



visual literacy today

... exposure to visual information does not necessarily lead to visual 
literacy—to the ability to decode and create visual messages—which is 

one of the underlying assumptions of the digital natives argument. As 
significantly, a students’ ownership or mastery of visual communication 

technology (a digital camera, graphics software, etc.) does not equate to 
an ability to create effective visual communication through the application 

of design principles and techniques, nor does it show the way analyzing the 
visual work of others. (Eve Brumberger, Journal of Visual Literacy, 30(1): 43)

  


